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About the Customer
As one of the largest construction firms in Chicago, Walsh 
Construction Company specializes in general contracting, 
construction management, and design-build. rSTAR helped Walsh 
with an entire ERP modernization and optimization initiative, 
lowering operational costs and enhancing productivity. 
The company was in the midst of upgrading their ERP, which also 
required upgrading to a secure cloud platform. They enlisted the help 
of rSTAR to migrate their ERP which helped to strengthen its 
infrastructure and core functionality.

Results
Lowered operational costs  

Eliminated application errors

Project was completed on-time and within budget 

Business Challenges
An aggressive up-grade timeline
Impending higher domestic and global usage optimization 
requirements to maximize their ERP investments
Scalability requirements to utilize the full potential of the 
application infrastructure
The need to capture vital operational metrics and 
performance analytics
Critical security requirements to solve known performance, 
security, and scalability issues  

Goals
Upgrade to a secure cloud platform inside a tight timeline

Correct unwanted application behavior 

Create monitors in place to handle them

Technologies
Oracle Weblogic
Oracle Access Manager
Oracle Identity Manager
CMiC
Oracle Database
Dynatrace
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ERP Modernization Helped This 
Construction Company Lower 
Costs And Increase Productivity
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Outcomes

rSTAR’s Solution

rstartec.com

Maximize your ROI with rSTAR
Schedule a complimentary consultation today.

https://rstartec.com/contact/Contact Us

Used rSTAR’s Application Planning and Migration Methodology 
(APMM) as a service to uncover the complexities involved 

Implemented and enforced optimized application behavior including 
enhanced load balancing and streamlined SSL communications

Corrected unwanted application behavior and established 
appropriate monitors in place to proactively handle them

Migrated Walsh’s ERP application environment to a more stable, 
scalable, and optimized application architecture

Added monitoring to identify 
and prevent problems

Created robust 
application platform

Improved performance 
and application stability

Improved visibility and 
analytics for reporting tasks 

and response times

Created new focus on 
enhanced user functionality
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